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Beyond The Second New Directions
CNN chief digital officer Andrew Morse alluded in his Variety interview last July that CNN+ is aiming to be something beyond a streaming ... CNN doesn’t want its new streamer to cannibalize ...

How CNN+ Will Stretch a News Brand in New Directions
Scholars of antiquity are finding ever more evidence that psychoactive substances played a central role in ancient life.

From Opium to Saffron, the Ancients Knew a Thing or Two About Drugs
If you’ve ever used Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, or gotten driving directions from Google Maps, take a moment to say thanks to Hedy Lamarr. Beyond being an actress ... and transform it into a soda drink, to a ...

How Hedy Lamarr built the foundations of Wi-Fi 80 years ago
The concluding chapter highlights the key finding that local political incentives can cause powerful, systematic policy waves independent of top-down implementation campaigns. To demonstrate the ...

The Political Regulation Wave
To understand the tragedy of this war, it is worth going back beyond the last few weeks and ... The war itself is not new – it began, as Ukrainians have frequently reminded us in the past ...

Was it inevitable? A short history of Russia’s war on Ukraine
Have a Nice Death doesn't seem to achieve any narrative depth beyond the simple messages ... patterns and am discovering new strategies by following the directions of the challenges as opposed ...

Have A Nice Death Lets Me Grind My Way To Making A Difficult Game More Approachable
Looking beyond this season and beyond the three thoroughbred tracks it operates in New York, the New York Racing Association has added a second partner to expand the reach of its NYRA Bets online ...

NYRA expands reach of online betting platform, expects good Saratoga racing meet
The LHC can reproduce the conditions that existed within a billionth of a second ... new particles still lie within the bounds of the Standard Model, which the LHC has struggled to move beyond ...

The Large Hadron Collider: Inside CERN's atom smasher
Assuming the Seahawks receive the No. 9 overall selection as part of the trade, Seattle could go in a number of directions ... more extensive draft discussion beyond the mock drafts, check ...

2022 NFL Mock Draft: Seahawks take QB with pick acquired in Russell Wilson trade, Eagles trade up for Stingley
Kidder accompanies Farmer on a day-long hike via mountains beyond mountains to home visit ... In Pathologies of Power (2004), Farmer charts new directions for medicine in areas of human ...

What Paul Farmer Book Should You Read?
Jason here. (Written locked in my COVID positive ISO room, thanks family for support, feeding me, almost like room service, otherwise alone, keeping my distance, even from the dog where possible, at ...

Are we the lucky country yet?
Here’s why Ukraine’s importance extends far beyond its borders ... That set the stage for an invasion from multiple directions. Some of the world’s main grain supplies are routed through ...

The Ukraine Crisis: What to Know About Why Russia Attacked
It adds new features, yes, but they're all enhancements and progressions of systems and ideas introduced in Beyond Light ... across the coming year. The second is that, by tying the system ...

Destiny 2: The Witch Queen review
The MCU will continue on in new and exciting directions in Phase 4 ... Below is a breakdown of everything we know about Phase 4 and beyond. Moon Knight will be "a new action-adventure series ...
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